
a house, children, a car,
police, a week, a 

bee, a library, life,
cake, people, time, a group,

the world, place, a school, a word,
a play, a friend, an eye, a story,

a problem, a woman, night, a boy, water, a number,

an answer, a fact, a city, war,
body, an hour, a watch,
language, a month, 

human, a student, line,
hope, a minute, food,
experience, power, age, land,

a company, reason, a tree,
government, a moment, an animal, a voice,

money, an idea, love, an airplane, 
a pencil, a penguin, soccer, a park,

a cell phone, a clock, a table, a taxi, snow

Noun Cards
Easy Nouns Two: 101-200

A guessing game for English language learners

by John Spiri



Directions

Overview: Students will enjoy this fun, interactive activity. Students gain vocabulary 
knowledge and a deeper understanding of nouns. Describing a noun is a particularly 
useful skill for second language learners. It also helps them understand categories for 
nouns. Even though the nouns are easy enough for beginners, it’s good practice for 
intermediate level language learners. Kids will enjoy these cards as well.

The cards are based on high frequency words (very common words). 

Preparation:
1. Print the desired cards. The cards are designed to be printed on “A-One” perforated 
paper. This paper is name card size and available at Amazon.co.jp for a good price for 
100 sheets (1000 cards). Ten cards fit per A4 page. You can also print on regular paper 
as well (but thick paper like matte paper is recommended). 
2. If you don’t have the perforated paper, cut along the dotted lines (you might want 
to invite students to do some of the cutting!).
3. Choose the cards you’d like your students to practice. I like to use the entire set of 
100 for a classes of 20-35. 

In class:
4. Review words such as noun, verb, adjective and adverb. In particular, explain what 
a noun is. Teachers might want to mention categories: thing, period of time, and ab-
stract. The abstract nouns like time are very difficult to guess. Teachers might want to 
refrain from using the abstract noun cards.
5. Explain that each student will receive 1-5 cards which they will not show their 
partner. I explain how to use the cards by writing on the black/white board as in the 
image below:

6. Partner A may look up unknown words in a dictionary or ask the teacher the mean-
ing.

• At the right top I am explaining some noun 
categories that appear on the cards. Others 
would be furniture, transportation, shelter, etc.

• The hints don’t contain subjects so I encourage 
students to add them.

• “Say the Japanese” is, of course, for native 
Japanese.

• Warn that abstract are difficult!



7. Partner A reads the sentence under the picture. For example, for book, “It is a thing.” 
Explain that at this point partner B will usually not be able to guess. 
8. Partner A reads the hints, ideally filling in the subject. For example, the first hint for 
book is “read it” but partner A can say, “You read it” or “People read it.”
9. If partner B doesn’t know, partner A should give a hint, gesture, or as a last resort, 
a translation. Doing gestures is a lot of fun, but some nouns will be difficult or impos-
sible to gesture (and learners should keep in mind they are trying to guess the noun, 
not the verb).
10. After pairs are finished with their cards they pass them around the room. If the 
room is set up in rows the teacher should fetch cards from the end of the chain and 
bring them to the pair that starts the chain. Depending on the size of the class, I give 
everyone 2-5 cards to start. I keep some in my hand and, as I monitor the activity, 
provide more for pairs who are finishing quicker than others and hence don’t have 
any cards to use.

Even though the nouns are simple, this is a useful skill for language learners, to prac-
tice describing nouns. In this way they will gain skill to explain words they don’t 
know.



101. a letter
102. a machine
103. fall
104. the earth 
105. a century
106. the wind
107. a class
108. an order
109. the environ-

ment
110. energy
111. air
112. population
113. a thought
114. a sense
115. the future
116. a cut
117. matter
118. a picture
119. a dream
120. paper
121. a system
122. a parent
123. a teacher
124. an arm
125. a business
126. a town
127. an office
128. a member
129. a team
130. heart 
131. a visit 
132. a smile
133. a date 

134. a record 
135. society 
136. a state 
137. a party 
138. a train 
139. a plan 
140. hair 
141. history 
142. percent 
143. a present 
144. color 
145. a sign 
146. a plant 
147. a doctor 
148. a lie 
149. death 
150. a wife 
151. a son 
152. an act
153. a computer 
154. an effect 
155. a window 
156. the center 
157. the ground 
158. an offer 
159. a lead 
160. a president 
161. music 
162. a test 
163. a rest 
164. a cover 
165. interest 
166. difference 
167. fire 

168. a view 
169. a program 
170. a kid 
171. a treat 
172. a wish 
173. a dog 
174. nature 
175. type 
176. a bed 
177. a cold
178. a step 
179. a field 
180. a king 
181. a figure 
182. a break 
183. a report 
184. a piece 
185. art 
186. a feeling 
187. a star 
188. a shop 
189. the law 
190. the sea 
191. a fight 
192. a building 
193. a village
194. a rule 
195. space 
196. evening 
197. culture 
198. an amount 
199. a drink 
200. a base 



101. a letter

It is a thing.
(1) write this  (2) send in envelope with stamp

102. a machine

It is a thing.
Hints: (1) a sewing __ (2) a fax __

103. fall

It is a time period.
(1) a season  (2) leaves turn color (3) autumn

104. the earth

It is a place.
Hints: (1) the third planet (2) we all live on it  

105. a century

It is a time period.
Hint: 100 years  

106. the wind

It is a force of nature.
Hints: (1) it blows  (2) moves a sailboat 

107. a class

It is a place.
(1) students together (2) learn with a teacher 

108. an order

It is abstract.
(1) a request (2) rank (3) put in __ (4) a demand

109. 
the environment

It generally means place.
(1) the natural __  (2) the surrounding area

110. energy

It is abstract.
(1) power to be active (2) solar __ (3) green __

 

 


